
A mounting strip, screws and anchors are provided and must be installed first. Most signs, as a general rule,
can be installed 60” from the floor to the center of the sign. Using this measurement plus ½ the height of the
sign minus 2” mark a horizontal line on the wall. Align the holes in the mounting strip with the line and

mark the holes you wish to drill. # x 1"
screws (provided) are used to secure the

using
a level, on the wall A 3/16" hole is recommended for the anchors. 6

mounting strip to the wall. After installing the mounting strip, hang
the sign on the mounting strip as shown, remove an end cap, slide the bottom tile out and secure the bottom
of the sign with a screw through each hole in the backer assembly.
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION -12”h x 24”w or larger wall signsINSTALLATION INSTRUCTION -12”h x 24”w or larger wall signs
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LEVEL

MOUNTING STRIP

ANCHOR
P/N 100271

SCREW-PHILLIPS FLAT HD
#6 X 1” P/N 100042-01

MOUNTING STRIP
attached to the
back side of the sign

BACKER ASSEMBLY
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